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Look of Linear Wood Available Three
Ways in Armstrong WoodWorks® Panels
Fast, easy-to-install panels offered in veneered or
solid wood, including industry’s first tapered visual
Architects, interior designers, building owners, and facility managers desiring the
rich, natural look of linear wood now have three additional choices in the Armstrong line of
WoodWorks® ceilings, including the industry’s first tapered visual.
In addition to popular WoodWorks Linear Planks, new design options now include both
WoodWorks Linear solid wood panels with a traditional plank visual and WoodWorks Linear
wood veneer panels with either a traditional or unique, new tapered look. Armstrong is the
first wood ceiling manufacturer to offer the tapered visual.
The fast, easy-to-install veneered wood panels measure 2’x 8’ in size, and are available
in nine veneer options. Traditional wood planks are offered in nominal 4” and 6” widths, while
the width of the tapered planks narrows from nominal 8” to nominal 4”. Hook-on panels for use
with standard 15/16” suspension systems provide safe and secure downward accessibility and
impart a clean, monolithic look.
The new 1’x 8’ solid wood panels are offered in two plank widths – nominal 3” and
nominal 5” – and four rich finishes. Installation of the panels is accomplished by either
screwing them into a suspension system or installing them with backer clips.
Panels Are FSC® Certified
WoodWorks Linear Veneered Panels and Solid Wood Panels are both FSC® Certified
as products representing responsible production and consumption practices from the forest to
the consumer. In addition, the veneered panels feature 100% Biobased content certified by
the USDA BioPreferred® Product program.
Both panels are also offered with a BioAcoustic infill or acoustical fleece for increased
acoustical performance.
-more-

-2For more information on WoodWorks Linear Panels, visit armstrong.com/woodworks.
Armstrong World Industries is a global leader in the design and manufacture of floors
and ceilings. In 2011, Armstrong consolidated net sales from continuing operations totaled
approximately $2.7 billion. Based in Lancaster, PA, Armstrong operates 32 plants in eight
countries and has approximately 8,500 employees worldwide.
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